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Above all, you are not Jjreaking the law. Gathering with, a coraon purpose are 

banned in most areas hut you are not part of a gathering ; you are a lone . 

demonstrator and not breaking the law. ___J J  jjĵ
The police may however intervene. _____ _

Just as the airways givesyou an oxygen mask in the unlikely event of depressurisation, 

these notes will equip you to deal with the police if they should arrive.

Under the security laws ;

The police can detain without charge ; that is the very issue you are demonstrating

about. BUT that is not what they will be doing when, they approach you.

If the police arrive i

remain calm, you are behaving legally, do not get sidetracked into a slanging 
match.

they can ask your name arid address ; give it but they cannot question you.

Ask the policeman his name and number. There is no obligation to go with the police

to a police station or anywhere else unless you are being arrested for a specified

offence, or detained under a specific security law, if this is suggested -

Ask if you are under arrest. I f  so, under what law and for what offence?

(Don* t suggest the Security laws — assume it can only be an arrest in the 
ordinary sense) - if it is an arrest -

Accompany the police tc the station to be formally charged*

You are not obliged to say anything.

You are ordinarily entitled to bail.

You are definitely entitled to see your lawyer and family

Usually ' . the offence they have in mind is a petty cne, you should be released on 
warning.

The police have no rig*t to hold you for 43 hours, before charging you.

They must charge you as quickly as they can.

The law obliges thee to charge ycu within 43 hours. It does net give them a right 
to hold you. for 48 hour*.

And while waiting to be charged and released on warning or bailed out ycu cannot be 
denied access to a lawyer and your family.

However, if they insist cn acting illegally and threaten you go under protest 
with the police

Insist on your rights.

The police may tell you that you are obstructing traffic — vehicles, or pedestrians* 

Make sure ycu are not.

Ask where ycu can stand and acve there if its reasonable to dc sc.

3uggest the alternative place ycurself if there is any ca^se fcr complaint by the 
police*

If  you are obstructing you can be arrested for icing sc ETT

It is a petty offence. Point cut that it's unusual tc arrest fcr petty traffic 
offences if you are net obstructing.

Don't pay an adaissicn-rather get bail, let cut cf that -dice station. Set ycur 
Lawyer* Let's sue tnan af we can.

You are demonstrating to assert that -he lav mst follow its proper c< 
ycu have a brush with the police a firr assertion of your rights will cel’
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